
   Class Notes 

Class: IX Topic: Entrepreneurial Skills 
            (SESSION-1,2,3,4) Subject: IT 

 
 

Session-1 

Q4- What is entrepreneurship? 

Ans- Setting up a business, based upon some idea to cater to society, while taking some risks 
 and working towards its growth to create profits is called entrepreneurship. 
 

Q5- What is an enterprise? 

Ans- The business set up by an entrepreneur is called an enterprise. 

 

Q6- What is a startup company? How is it related to an enterprise? 

Ans- An entrepreneurship venture initially is called a startup company and when established it is  
termed as an enterprise which may later become a business. 

 

Q7-Who is an entrepreneur? Who is a businessman? 

Ans-The person who sets up a business is called an entrepreneur. A businessman can be termed  
as a market player who creates own place in existing market.  
 

Q8-How is business different from an enterprise? 

Ans-  

• While an enterprise can be a business, not all businesses are enterprises. 

• An enterprise is usually a venture that reflect an initiative or high risk taking ability of the 
entrepreneur. 

• Business is also a type of occupation that reflects the fact that the owner is his own boss. 

• Enterprise is a concept that is used more often in terms of IT industry such as enterprise 
solutions, enterprise security, enterprise architecture, and so on. 

• Enterprise also refers to risk taking ability and the initiative undertaken by an individual. 

 

 

Session-2 

Q4- What are different types of fields in which business /enterprises can be created? 

Ans- 1. Product based 



          2. Service based 
          3. Technology based 

 

Q5- What is the difference between products  based company and services based 
 company? 

Ans- The product business sells a physical, tangible product, while the service business owner sells 
his skills as the primary product. 

 

Q6-Give examples of some product based companies and service companies? 

Ans- Product based companies- Microsoft, DirectI 
          Service based companies- Infosys, Wipro, NIIT 

 

Q7 -How are tech -companies different from other types of companies? 

Ans- The enterprises that are based on ICT are technology  based enterprises. Tech enterprises 
 can be product based as well as service based. 
 

Q8- Entrepreneurship can be scaled at various levels. What different types of enterprises based 
 on the scale of their businesses? 

Ans- Entrepreneurship can happen at small scale, medium scale and large scale. The Small and 
Medium scale enterprises are known as SME and Large scale enterprises are known as LSE. 

 

Q9- Give full forms of: SME, LSE, IDE. 

Ans-SME-Small and Medium Scale Enterprises 
         LSE- Large Scale Enterprises 
         IDE- Innovation Driven Enterprises 
 

Q10- How is an SME different from an IDE? 

Ans- The primary difference between IDEs and SMEs is their purpose: IDEs seek to bring innovations 
to global markets, while SMEs seek to build traditional and well-understood businesses that serve 
local demand. Both start off small and require an entrepreneur with the drive and persistence to 
make their business a success. 

 

Q11- Give examples of India based startups which grew up to be large scale enterprises. 

Ans- Flipkart, Paytm, Ola, Policy bazar. 

 

 

 



Session-3 

Q1- How is entrepreneurship different from employment? 

Ans- 1. Employees seek direction while entrepreneurs create a path. 

    2. Employees do while entrepreneurs listen. 

    3. Employees take fewer risks while entrepreneurs live for them. 

   4. Employees get paid for their role while entrepreneurs get paid for results. 

   5. Employees are responsible for some decisions while entrepreneurs are responsible for them all. 

 

Q2- List some parameters which make entrepreneurship and employment? 

Ans-Innovation, opportunity, competition and technology. 

 

Q3- How is decision making different in entrepreneurship and employment? 

Ans- Employees are responsible for some decisions while entrepreneurs are responsible for them 
all. Whether positive or negative, the entrepreneur is ultimately burdened with the impact of 
decision-making at all levels of the organization. 

 

Q4-How are the contributions made by entrepreneurs and employees different? 

Ans-An entrepreneur makes large contribution in the growth of economy and generates 
employment while an employee contributes by doing his assigned role. His contribution is limited as 
compared to an entrepreneur. 
 

Q5- How is entrepreneurship and employment different in terms of roles? 

Ans- An entrepreneur performs all roles from owner to lowest level of work and manages all 
resources while an employee is assigned or given fixed roles and manages only what is defined in 
assigned role. 

 

Q6- What are the risks involved with the entrepreneurship? 

Ans- 1. No guarantee of Paycheck 
          2. No regular income 
          3. No personal time 
          4. Emotionally taxing initially. 
 

Q7- What are the rewards of entrepreneurship? 

Ans- 1. You live your passion. 
          2. Great boss. 
          3. Own time 



          4. Location 
          5. Monetary gains 
          6. Can make contribution at large scale 

Q8- What are the challenges of entrepreneurship? 

Ans- 1. Giving up a career. 
          2. Team building. 
          3. Cash-flow management. 
          4. Time management. 
           5. Proper people skills. 
           6. Decision making. 
           7. Taking risks and mitigation. 
  

 

Session-4 

Q1 -What are the four steps of entrepreneurship development process? 

Ans- 1(a) Business idea: Finding the right business idea. 
          1(b) Developing the business plan. 
          2.   Get finances: raising your seed funding. 
          3.   Understand customer needs to get paying customers. 
          4.    Launch your product. 
 

 

Q2- Why is a business plan so important? 

Ans- 1. Helps to identify potential weakness. 
         2. Raising capital. 
         3. Increases chances of success. 
         4. Acts as a blueprint.    

 

Q3- What are the possible different ways of raising money for your venture? 

Ans- The list of 5 sources of funding that raise money for our venture are- 

Crowdfunding.  

Angel Investing.  

Bank Loan.  

Venture Capital.  

Get a Business Partner.    

 

Q4- Why should an entrepreneur always keep improving his product service? 



Ans- An entrepreneur always keep improving his product service to acquire as many customers as 
possible. 

 

Q5- Why are customers so important for a business? 

Ans-  1. They are the ones that providing the money that keeps the organization alive. 
          2. Their needs are the basis for the work of design, production, marketing sales. 

 

Note: The students are advised to write this content in their notebook.                      

                                     …………………………..   xxxxx ……………………………… 

 

                                                 “Prepared absolutely at home” 

 

 


